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device is now actually in use in the machine guns of aeroplanes,
but he said its applications were endless, and that it would
revolutionise machinery. The Government will not at present
let anything be published about it at all.
Weir— and all these Weirs are real experts— said Constan-
tinesco was one of the great men in his own line of a century.
Then they began on submarine question. Very serious. Weir
said that if things went on as at present transport would be
vitally affected in less than four months. Still, he believed in
our victory in the field.
Talking about the Labour question they all agreed that the
margin of labour was sufficient. That is, that the Government
could draw all the men it needed for the Army out of essential
occupations and that the men left hi the essential occupations
could do all the work provided they would produce their maximum
output, which they don't and won't. All three were enthusiastic
about the effort of France. W. Weir said that as regards aero-
plane supply, the Germans got the best designs they could,
and made a lot of it, telling the manufacturer meanwhile to use
the field-experience of his machines in thinking out a new and
better design, but sticking to the execution of the original order.
We were always trying after improvements, and Weir said that
you can't " force " technical progress advantageously beyond
a certain speed. The result was that while we always had
easily the best machine in existence we never had enough. He
intended that this should be remedied in May.
Comarques, Monday, March 26th.
Strange rumours on Saturday night. As that Ireland had re-
volted again and reserve Batteries were being sent from Woolwich
to Ireland by special trains. (Apparently quite untrue.) Also
that five German cruisers were " lying off " Harwich. What
the British Fleet was doing meanwhile was not explained.
Many troops were undoubtedly drafted into this district, and
on Sunday morning Liverpool Street was a pandemonium of
returning officers summoned by wire, necessitating special
trains.
Yacht Club, London, Friday, March
I was wondering yesterday whether I ought not to keep a list
of prophecies made to me.
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